From Pan/Tilt cameras, box cameras, fixed dome cameras, Panasonic 1 series provides you a wide camera selection which will support you in many surveillance scenes.

**What’s i-PRO SmartHD?**

**Smart investment with more than just video surveillance**

**Smart and Versatile Advanced features**

- **Face detection & recognition**
  - Face recognition is possible with the combination of 1 series network camera* with built-in face detection function and Panasonic network disk recorder (WJ-NV200).
  - *Exclude WV-SF132/SP102

- **Preset map shot**
  - Pan/tilt series comes with preset map shot function for direct jump to any preset position.

- **Pan/Tilt view and Easy installation**
  - Easy and flexible installation on ceiling and wall using included stand (Pan/tilt series)

- **Smart Phone Monitoring**
  - Live monitoring on your palm. Direct camera control from your smart phone.

- **Edge recording on SD card**
  - Built-in SD memory card slot. Detect network loss, and start recording 32GB SD can be saved 94.3hours. 8.0GB/day

**High Picture Quality**

- **UniPhier 1 chip solution**
- **Multiple H.264 High Profile Streams**
- **On-device Intelligence Support**
- **High sensitivity RGB MOS image sensor**

**Cost Saving upon Total Cost Ownership**

**More than just video surveillance with intelligence**

**SmartPhone**

- **Face detection & recognition**
  - Gender / Age recognition, people counting features available by combining WJ-NV200 and WJ-NVF20.

**Compact and stylish design**

- Will just suit any environment from buildings, retail, factory, restaurants, hospitals etc...

**New Stylish Design**

- Simplicity and elegant, SmartHD 1 series will just suit any environment

**Application Solution (retail)**

- **Bus transit (front camera)**
  - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nCTUauu6LD4

- **Bus transit (rear camera)**
  - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OBsQOfp5g8
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